Comparing CIRRUS Starter Kits

**CIRRUS MINI-TANK OMNI STARTER KIT**

**What is available in the Mini Tank Omni Starter Kit:**
- Your choice of (2-3) batteries
- (1) Chargebolt USB charger or upgrade to Squid Charger
- (1) Additional AC or DC Adapter
- (1) Reusable Mini Tanks
- (1) Bottle of E-liquid
- Free 2 year extended warranty

**Ideal for:**
Experienced vapers who would like to move away from prefilled cartridges and start filling their own tanks with White Cloud’s bottled e-liquids.

**Optimal for:**
The Cirrus Mini Tank Omni E-cig Starter Kit comes with everything you need to start enjoying our best flavors in bottled e-liquids and mini tanks.

**Length:** Varies by battery  
**Diameter:** 3/8” (1 cm)  
**Weight:** 11.6 grams  
**Charge Time (approximately):** Varies by battery  
**Battery Life:** Varies by battery

**CIRRUS OMNI STARTER KIT**

**What is available in the Omni Starter Kit:**
- Your choice of (2-3) batteries  
- (1) Chargebolt USB charger or upgrade to Squid Charger  
- (1) Additional AC or DC Adapter  
- (5) ClearDraw MAX cartridges  
- Free 2 year extended warranty

**Ideal for:**
All smokers. This kit lets you choose from 3 types of batteries, and choose the accessories, so you get exactly what you need at a price you want.

**Excellent for:**
Moderate to very heavy smokers who hate the constant recharging requirements and mammoth size of other electronic cigarette brands.

**Length:** Varies by battery  
**Diameter:** 3/8” (1 cm)  
**Weight:** 6 grams  
**Charge Time (approximately):** Varies by battery  
**Battery Life:** Varies by battery

**CIRRUS 3X STARTER KIT**

**What is available in the Cirrus 3X Starter Kit:**
- (3) Batteries  
- (1) Chargebolt USB charger  
- (1) AC Adapter  
- (1) DC Adapter  
- (5) ClearDraw MAX cartridges  
- 2 year premium warranty

**What is available in the Cirrus 3 Starter Kit:**
- (3) Batteries  
- (1) Squid USB triple charger  
- (1) AC Adapter  
- (5) ClearDraw MAX cartridges  
- Standard 6 month warranty

**Perfect for:**
Light to moderate smokers who don’t want smoking to get in the way of their lifestyle, and prefer that no one know about “their little secret.”

**Length:** 3” (7.4 cm)  
**Diameter:** 3/8” (1 cm)  
**Weight:** 11.6 grams  
**Charge Time (approximately):** Varies by battery  
**Battery Life:** Varies by battery

**CIRRUS 2 STARTER KIT**

**What is available in the Cirrus 2 Starter Kit:**
- (2) Batteries  
- (1) Chargebolt2 USB charger  
- (5) ClearDraw MAX cartridges  
- Standard 6 month warranty

**What is available in the Cirrus 2X Starter Kit:**
- (3) Batteries  
- (1) Chargebolt USB charger or upgrade to Squid Charger  
- (1) AC Adapter  
- (5) ClearDraw MAX cartridges

**Great for:**
Moderate smokers who value a longer operating time per charge and don’t mind spending a little extra money for a higher quality product.

**Length:** 2 1/4” (5.7 cm)  
**Diameter:** 3/8” (1 cm)  
**Weight:** 6 grams  
**Charge Time (approximately):** 90 Minutes  
**Battery Life:** 5-6 Hours

**Prefectly Engineered. Affordably Priced**